The literature on gender differences in research performance seems to suggest a gap between men and women, where the former outperform the latter. Whether one agrees with the different factors proposed to explain the phenomenon, it is worthwhile to verify if comparing the performance within each gender, rather than without distinction, gives significantly different ranking lists. If there were some structural factor that determined a penalty in performance of female researchers compared to their male peers, then under conditions of equal capacities of men and women, any comparative evaluations of individual performance that fail to account for gender differences would lead to distortion of the judgments in favor of men. In this work we measure the extent of differences in rank between the two methods of comparing performance in each field of the hard sciences: for professors in the Italian university system, we compare the distributions of research performance for men and women and subsequently the ranking lists with and without distinction by gender. The results are of interest for the optimization of efficient selection in formulation of recruitment, career advancement and incentive schemes.
Introduction
The scientific debate on gender aspects in research systems has focused primarily on the overrepresentation of male academics, often suggesting the occurrence of systematic practices of gender discrimination. The data on the staff of national research systems indeed reveal a significant gap in the presence of women. Only four of 28 OECD nations 2 (OECD 2014) -Portugal, Estonia, Slovak Republic and Iceland -show a percentage of women greater than 40%, and in any case less than 46%. In the UK, women represent 38.3% of total researchers, in Italy 34.5%; in France the share drops below 26%, and in Germany does not reach 25%. In Japan women represent only 13.8% of national research staff. Although the four Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden) are considered as progressive in women's rights, the fact in these nations is that for each female scientist there are two male colleagues.
Alongside the studies illustrating the underrepresentation of women in science there is a major stream of literature that demonstrates the presence of a so-called "productivity gap" in favor of men. The lesser productivity of female researchers has been established in tens of studies of diverse disciplines and countries (Larivière et al., 2013; Mauleón and Bordons, 2006; Xie and Shauman, 2004; Long, 1992; Fox, 1983) . Examining the issue in detail, it emerges that gender differences lessen over time (Frietsch et al., 2009; Abramo et al., 2009a; Alonso-Arroyo et al., 2007; Leahey, 2006; Xie and Shauman, 1998; Cole and Zuckerman, 1984) and seem to be most visible in the early career stages (Xie and Shauman, 1998) . The tails of the distribution of scientific performance are especially affected by gender differences. The concentration of women among very low performers is greater than that of men (Alonso-Arroyo et al., 2007; Lemoine, 1992) , while their representation among top scientists is lower (Abramo et al., 2009b; Bordons et al., 2003) . In the area of patenting, women faculty members patent at about 40% of the rate of men (Ding et al., 2006) .
However there are a significant number of scientific sectors where the performance of women does not result as inferior (Abramo et al., 2009b ). Yet even in these cases, men still predominate in the prestigious first and last author positions of the byline, and women are significantly underrepresented as authors of single-authored papers (West et al., 2013) .
Many scholars have inquired into the possible causes of the productivity gap. In general, a researcher's performance depends on his or her capacities, but also derives from a series of gender-dependent environmental and personal factors (Zainab, 1999) . Discrimination can emerge in the early stage of the relationships between professors and their students. Moss-Racusin et al. (2012) show the subtle bias in favor of male students that occurs in science faculties. Among the factors that can produce the gender gap, Rossiter (1993) indicated the "Matilda effect", 3 where female scientists active in research are not recognized in the publication bylines. In the career stage of selecting university professors the percentages of female applicants who are successful is generally lower (van der Brink et al., 2006) . In the phase of entry to the academic professional environment females generally evaluate their mentors as less satisfactory than do their male colleagues (Sambunjak et al., 2006) .
However it is also clear that there are changes in the personal and working contexts of individuals, and that these influence their productivity over time. In the late postdoctoral and early faculty years many qualified women scientists stop applying for NIH grants (Ley and Hamilton, 2008) . During their careers, women also present lower productivity in the intermediate levels of seniority (Mauleón et al., 2008) . In this stage, differing forms of marriage conduct (Fox, 2005) and the presence of school-age children seem to have a negative effect on research productivity (Fox, 2005; Stacks, 2004; Kyvik and Teigen, 1996) . The level of specialization also has a positive relation with research productivity, which could explain a part of the negative gap for women, who are generally less specialized than their male colleagues (Leahey, 2006) . It has been verified that research collaborations have a positive correlation with scientific performance (Abramo et al., 2009c; Lee and Bozeman, 2005; Dundar and Lewis, 1998) , particularly collaborations at the international level (Barjak and Robinson, 2007; Martin-Sempere et al., 2002; Van Raan, 1998) . However female researchers register less international collaborations than men (Abramo et al., 2013a) , probably due in part to motivations against travelling in consideration of family roles. In general, women tend to have more restricted collaboration networks than men (Badar et al., 2013; Larivière et al., 2011; Kyvik and Teigen, 1996) , particularly in the first years of their career (McDowell et al., 2006; McDowell and Smith, 1992) . This limits their access to resources and other complementary assets, necessary for their research activities. In fact academic institutions often do not provide adequate financial support for their female researchers, particularly in the hard sciences (Duch et al., 2012) . According to Ceci and Williams (2011) differential gender outcomes result exclusively from differences in resources. When contrasting research performance by gender, one should account for compulsory abstention from work, such as maternity or sick leaves. For large-scale studies investigators often lack such information, which causes a distortion in favor of men. However the aim of the current paper is not the further investigation of if or to what extent there is gender discrimination in the research sphere, or to further examine the objective limitations on women's careers given their roles in nuclear families. Instead, our specific objective is to verify if separating the measurement of research performance by gender produces notably different results compared to measurement without such distinction. A female researcher who results less productive than a male when evaluation does not distinguish by gender, may indeed result relatively more productive when research assessment is separated by gender. We then leave it to the decision-maker to choose which approach to adopt, according to the evaluation objectives and the conditions of the context. In those contexts where gender discrimination is understood to exist, or where the family roles of women condition the time, energies and concentration devoted to research, then the conduct of evaluations without distinction by gender would inevitably penalize women. The results of the analysis are of interest for all processes involving efficient selection, such as the formulation of incentive systems in research organizations; methods of evaluation for applicants in career recruitment and advancement, or calls for project proposals.
The context for the study is Italy's national staff of professors in the disciplines of the hard sciences, considered the most appropriate fields for the use of bibliometric techniques in performance evaluation. The Italian context is particularly suitable for the analyses because of its national classification system for faculty members, in which each professor is identified as belonging to one and only one field of research. This feature permits minimization of distortion in the comparative evaluation of researchers working in different research fields, which arises due to the differing intensity of publication across fields, and also permits observation of fluctuations in the variables of interest across the fields. We thus draw up two ranking lists of individual performance for the 2006-2010 period of production in each research field: one with distinction by gender and one without. In a future study we will extend the analyses to the comparison of performance ranking lists at the aggregated level of the university.
The next section provides an overview of the gender profile of all Italian academic staff in the year 2011, the reference year for our analyses. Section 3 presents the methodology adopted for the calculations of productivity and the dataset used for the analyses. Section 4 presents the principle results of the study. The final section provides the conclusions.
The presence of women in the Italian academic staff
The Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR) recognizes a total of 95 universities as having the authority to issue legally-recognized degrees. Twenty-nine of these are private, small-sized, special-focus universities. Sixty-seven are public and generally multi-disciplinary universities, scattered throughout the nation. The overall staff system consists of 58,224 professors, of which 94.9% are employed in public universities. As noted above, the Italian higher education system seems unique for a system in which each professor is officially classified as belonging to a single research field. These formally defined fields are called Scientific Disciplinary Sectors (SDSs), of which there are 370 in all, and are grouped into University Disciplinary Areas (UDAs) 4 , 14 in all. According to a 2011 study by the MIUR 5 , the Italian university system features a majority of women among both students (ISCED classification 5) 6 and graduates (ISCED 6). However if we observe the makeup of faculty members we see that the relationship is inverted. After completing their education, women more rarely enter an academic career and still more rarely reach higher positions in the academic hierarchy 7 . The data indicate a trend towards remediation: between 1998 and 2010 the presence of women in Italian academic staff increased significantly, although with substantial differences across the disciplines, with the maximum increase in Chemistry and the minimum in Mathematics (CNVSU, 2011) . Female professors are in the majority only in the UDAs of Ancient history, philology, literature, art history (55.2%) and Biology (51.6%) ( Table 1 ). The UDAs with the lowest presence of women are Physics (19.6%) and Industrial and information engineering (15.1%).
Gender differences are not homogeneous across the universities. In History, philosophy, pedagogy and psychology, one university shows the situation of 87.5% female staff. On the other hand, there are two UDAs (Industrial and information engineering; Political and social sciences) where some universities have an entirely male staff. An overview of the entire distribution of data (Table 1 ) reveals notable variance per UDA: the area of History, philosophy, pedagogy, psychology registers the greatest standard deviation (13.0) and shows two extreme cases of universities with presences of women at 13.6% and 87.5%. It is precisely the two UDAs with the lowest female incidence (Physics; Industrial and Information Engineering) that also show the lowest variability in this incidence. An analysis by academic rank reveals a striking trend towards the decrease of female underrepresentation in universities: the incidence of female assistant professors (45.3%) is now much higher than that of full professors (20.7%) ( Table 2 ). In fact in four UDAs (Chemistry; Biology; Ancient history, philology, literature and art history; History, philosophy, pedagogy and psychology) female assistant professors are now more numerous than males. 
Methods and data
We measure the research performance at the individual level by an indicator named Fractional Scientific Strength (FSS), which embeds both the number of publications produced and their standardized impact. To operationalize the measure of research performance we adopt several simplifications and assumptions. Because of a lack of data, we assume that the same resources are available to all professors in the same field. Because the intensity of publications varies across fields (Butler, 2007; Moed et al., 1985; Garfield, 1979) , in order to avoid distortions in productivity rankings (Abramo et al., 2008) it is obligatory to compare researchers within the same field (SDS). In a previous study Abramo et al. (2011) demonstrated that productivity of full, associate and assistant professors is different. Because the distribution of gender by rank is not uniform, in order to avoid distortions we then need to compare professors' performance within the same academic rank. However given that in this study we intend to construct performance ranking lists by gender; if we accounted for the tripartite division by academic rank we would consider a situation in which we have a small number of female professors in a high number of SDSs, causing significance problems. Rather than accounting for the discrete divisions of academic rank we circumvent the problem through normalizing the performance by wage, the rationale being: the more one earns the more she/he is expected to produce 8 . In formula, the average yearly productivity of an individual, over a period of time, accounting for the cost of labor, is 9 :
[1] Where: w = average yearly wage of the professor 10 ; t = number of years of work of the professor in the period of observation; N = number of publications of the professor in the period of observation; ci = citations received by publication i; c ̅ = average of the distribution of citations received for all cited publications 11 indexed in the same year and subject category of publication i; fi = fractional contribution of the researcher to publication i.
We adopt the fractional counting method rather than full counting, as we believe it aligns with microeconomic theory of production. Moreover this methodology can account for the different contribution of authors where such is signaled by their positioning in the byline. Fractional contribution equals the inverse of the number of authors, in those fields where the practice is to place the authors in simple alphabetical order, but assumes different weights in other cases. For the life sciences, widespread practice in Italy and abroad is for the authors to indicate the various contributions to the published research by the order of the names in the byline. For these disciplines, we give different weights to each co-author according to their order in the byline and the character of the co-authorship (intra-mural or extra-mural). If first and last authors belong to the same university, 40% of citations are attributed to each of them; the remaining 20% are divided among all other authors. If the first two and last two authors belong to different institutions, 30% of citations are attributed to first and last authors; 15% of citations are attributed to second and last author but one; the remaining 10% are divided among all others 12 . Failure to account for the number and position of authors in the byline would result in notable ranking distortions at the individual level (Abramo et al. 2013b) .
We calculate FSSR of each professor in each SDS and express it on a percentile scale of 0-100 (worst to best) for comparison with the performance of all Italian colleagues of the same SDS; or as the ratio to the average productivity of all Italian colleagues of the same SDS with productivity above zero 13 . To ensure the reliability of the results issuing from the evaluation, we have chosen a long enough observation period: 2006-2010 (Abramo et al., 2012b) . Given the characteristics of the Italian university system, we 9 A thorough description of the formula, underlying theory, assumptions and limits may be found in Abramo and D'Angelo (2014) . 10 We assume that other production factors are equally available to all researchers. If not, their value should be taken into account. 11 A preceding article by the same authors demonstrated that the average of the distribution of citations received for all cited publications of the same year and subject category is the most effective scaling factor (Abramo et al. 2012a) . 12 The weighting values were assigned following advice from senior Italian professors in the life sciences. The values could be changed to suit different practices in other national contexts. 13 In a preceding article the authors demonstrated that the average of the productivity distribution of researchers with productivity above 0 is the most effective scaling factor to compare the performance of researchers of different fields (Abramo et al. 2013d). can safely exclude that the productivity ranking lists may be distorted by variable returns to scale, due to different sizes of universities (Abramo et al. 2012c) or by returns to scope of research fields (Abramo et al. 2013c) .
Data on research staff of each university, such as years of employment in the observed period, academic rank and their SDS classification are extracted from the database on Italian university personnel, maintained by the Ministry for Universities and Research 14 . Unfortunately, information on leaves of absence is not available and cannot be accounted for in the calculation of yearly productivity, to the disadvantage of women on maternity leave in the period of observation.
The bibliometric dataset for the analysis draws on the Observatory of Public Research (ORP), a database developed and maintained by the authors and derived under license from the WoS. Beginning from the raw data of Italian publications indexed in WoS, and applying a complex algorithm for disambiguation of the true identity of the authors and their institutional affiliations (for details see D'Angelo et al., 2011), each publication is attributed to the university professor that produced it, with a harmonic average of precision and recall (F-measure) equal to 96 (error of 4%). Beginning from this data we are able to calculate FSS for each Italian professor. For the WoS-indexed publications to serve as a more robust proxy of overall output of a researcher, the field of observation is limited to those SDSs (188 in all) where at least 50% of member scientists produced at least one publication in the period [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] 15 . For the purposes of the study and to ensure significant representation of both genders in each field, we then further limit the analysis to those SDSs (99 in all) with at least 30 individuals of each gender. Table 3 shows the final dataset. 
Analysis and discussion
In this section we compare the distributions of research performance for males and females at the SDS and UDA levels. Then for each SDS we construct a first ranking list by FSS, for all professors without gender distinction.
We then measure the FSS of each female professor and normalize it by the mean of all productive female professors, also doing the same for males. Proceeding from these steps we construct a second "altogether" ranking list by FSS normalized by the respective means, where the manner of building the list accounts for gender differences.
Finally we compare the two ranking lists: with and without gender differences.
Gender differences in research productivity
As an example, in Figure 1 we represent the distribution of FSS by gender in Biology. The graph does not consider researchers with zero values in FSS. To obtain a more symmetrical distribution and not the classic rightly skewed view of scientific performance, we considered the logs of FSS values. To represent the distribution we use the Epanechnikov kernel function, a non-parametric means of estimating the probability density function of a continuous variable. We observe that the right tail of the distribution is dominated by males, while the mode values (represented by peaks of distributions) are quite similar, as are the forms of the distributions themselves. Table 4 shows a deeper investigating in the UDA, providing the descriptive statistics of the distribution of FSS for all researchers within each SDS (including those with no production). We test the difference between the genders in terms of unproductives and the median value of FSS. For the first case we use the classic z-test for proportions; in the second case we use Student's t-test for independent samples. No significant difference is seen the percentages of unproductive researchers by gender except in BIO/15 (p-value<0.10). In roughly half the SDSs (8 of 19) the median value of FSS is higher for males, with a high level of significance (p-value < 0.01); in a further two cases the significance is weaker. In the remaining nine SDSs there are no significant gender differences. There are only two SDSs, BIO/01 and BIO/02, where women faculty register a higher productivity than men, although the difference is still not significant. In these SDSs the greater productivity of women is further indicated by the median value of the distribution, and by the maximum values observed (4.715 women vs. 2.004 men in BIO/01 and 2.866 vs. 1.042 in BIO/02). These two SDSs are also unusual in their dispersions, being the only ones where the standard deviation of female performance is greater than for males. We can readily observe that the distributions of FSS are remarkably different between the SDSs, due to the different intensity of publication and citation typical of the different fields of research.
We extend the analysis above to the remaining eight UDAs. Figure 2 presents the distributions of FSS by gender, graphed excluding researchers with zero value of FSS. We observe a certain similarity between the distributions and in all areas, except for Medicine and Civil engineering, where the tails of outliers are completely dominated by males. The average and median values (net of unproductives) are slightly in favor of the male gender.
Including researchers with an FSS value of zero, we now calculate the descriptive statistics for the nine UDAs (Table 5) . We test the difference between genders for percentage of unproductive professors and mean value of FSS, respectively using the ztest and Student t-test, as previously. The gender differences for incidence of unproductive professors are significant in only two UDAs: in Agricultural and veterinary sciences, where the incidence of unproductive professors is higher for males; in Mathematics and computer sciences, where the opposite holds. Concerning gender differences between the mean values of FSS, these are significant in all UDAs except Industrial and information engineering, and always in favor of men. 
Correlation between gender and performance
The preliminary analysis shows important differences between genders in scientific performance of the researchers. To estimate the magnitude of association between gender and scientific performance (FSS) we apply a point-biserial coefficient (Tate, 1954) , which permits analysis of the relationship between a continuous variable (FSS) and a binary variable (gender). We apply this coefficient at two levels: SDSs and UDAs. For each level, the coefficient of correlation (rpb) between FSS and gender is expressed:
[2] where: FSS ̅̅̅̅̅ M : average value of FSS of male individuals. FSS ̅̅̅̅̅ F : average value of FSS of female individuals. SD: standard deviations of entire distribution of FSS. n M : number of males. n M : number of females.
Verification of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to zero is performed by a procedure similar to Pearson's correlation.
In Table 6 we observe that the values of correlations at the UDA level are significant in seven cases, although with variation among UDAs and never at very high intensity.
Biology and Mathematics show the highest correlations, respectively at 0.149 and 0.133; Agricultural and veterinary sciences and Physics show the lowest correlations.
At the lower level of the SDSs, there is no disciplinary area where the SDSs show a link between gender and performance. In Civil engineering in particular, none of the 3 SDSs analyzed shows a value of correlation at 5% significance. 
Accounting for gender in research performance ranking lists
In this section we measure the effect of distinction by gender on the ranking of individuals for their bibliometric performance. Our specific question is: how does the position of a scientist in ranking change if his or her performance is compared to the performances of others in the same gender, in respect to a ranking with no distinction by gender. To reach the objective we calculate the ratio of the value of performance indicator for a scientist (FSS) to the mean of the SDS distribution. As an example, let us assume that in a given SDS: there are 50 female and 70 male professors; the mean FSS of the overall population is 2; while the mean FSS of the female subpopulation is 1.8, and the mean FSS of the male subpopulation is 2.2. The FSS of a certain female professor is 2 and the FSS of a certain male professor is 2.2. In an overall ranking list undistinguished for gender the male professor would rank higher than the female, because his FSS is 10% higher than hers. Differently, if the ranking list distinguishes by gender it is the female professor who would rank higher: her distance from the female mean FSS is above 10%, while the male professor FSS is exactly at the mean of the male population. We first provide a graphic representation of the differences in rank between the two methods of comparative performance evaluation, then follow with a quantitative analysis. Figure 3 presents the example of the analysis of the distances from mean FSS for the Biology UDA. Each point represents one individual: red circles for female professors; blue crosses for males. For each individual we show two items of information: along the x axis is the ratio of the individual's value for FSS to the mean FSS for all professors of their SDS, without distinction for gender; on the y axis is the ratio between their FSS value to the mean for their own gender in the SDS. If all of these values lay along the graph bisector this would indicate that distinction by gender had no effect on the individual ranks. When a value appears above the bisector, this indicates that the individual receives an improvement in rank when performance is distinguished by gender, compared to under evaluation without distinction for gender. We can clearly observe that 99% of all individuals who place above the bisector are women: these are the individuals who benefit from an evaluation by gender. We extend the graphic analysis to the remaining eight UDAs, as seen in Figure 5 , obtaining an overall view. We can observe that in the disciplines of Agricultural and veterinary sciences, Mathematics, Earth sciences and Medicine, female researchers obtain particular benefit from a ranking by gender. In the remaining UDAs benefits are lower. For example, in Physics there is an outlier that increases her distance from the mean by roughly 60% when compared to the mean for female gender. In contrast, in Agricultural and veterinary science there are two male outliers who experience a 30% drop in distance when their performance is compared to the mean of their gender. 
Visualization of rank differences

Quantification of rank differences
For each SDS we construct two ranking lists by FSS distances from the mean, with and without distinction by gender, expressing the rank of each individual in percentiles (100 = top). For each individual we then calculate the difference between their positions under the two ranking lists. Table 7 These analyses were repeated for all 99 SDSs under examination. Focusing attention on the average number of positions gained or lost for each gender, in Table 8 we show the division of the SDSs in classes constructed for average intensity of variation. Classes 1 to 3 contain SDSs with negative average variation; classes 4 to 6 contain SDSs with positive variation. In total, in 93 out of 99 SDSs, the female staff obtains an average shift up under the ranking lists with distinction by gender (the count of all SDSs in classes 4 to 6). The indications that emerge are as clear as in the preceding graphic analysis, with some further details. In Industrial and information engineering, there are two SDSs with average negative variation for female researchers, alongside four SDS with positive variation; this discipline and the Biology UDA also result as the only cases where there is more than one SDS with negative variation in ranking for women. Medicine shows the highest total number of SDSs (12) with average positive variation greater than 8 percentile points. For the male gender, the only SDS that shows an average positive variation of more than 8 percentiles is found in Medicine, while a full 6 SDSs, scattered in Biology (2), Medicine (3) and Agricultural and veterinary sciences (1), present an average negative variation of over 8 percentiles. In total, there are only seven cases in the 99 SDSs examined where men gain any benefit from comparative evaluation distinguished by gender. In conclusion, Table 9 provides the descriptive statistics per UDA, as previously developed in Table 7 for the case of the Biology UDA. In all disciplinary areas the female gender obtains on average a better position: the female researchers in the Civil engineering area gain an average of 8.4 positions, while women in Physics gain 4.5 positions. The male counterparts that lose the greatest number of positions under gender-distinguished ranking are the professors in Biology (-5.2 positions), while those in Industrial and information engineering show the least shift (average -0.4 positions).
In a full five out of the nine UDAs (01 to 04, 08) no male professor gains positions in moving from "altogether" ranking to ranking distinguished by gender. In contrast, the analysis registers "maximum gains" for female professors that oscillate between 14.3 in Earth science and 28.9 in Medicine. 
Conclusions
The data on the Italian context show that that the presence of women in the national academic staff is limited to 35.8%, and is not homogenous across scientific fields, being particularly low in the hard sciences. The gender distribution by academic rank reveals a remarkable trend towards decrease in female underrepresentation: the incidence of women within assistant-professor rank is much higher than it is for full professors. Measuring the research performance of professors in the hard sciences by a bibliometric indicator that embeds both number of publications and their impact (FSS), we observe noticeable gender differences between average values of performance (higher for men). There are no notable differences in terms of rates for unproductive professors.
The study inquired into the issue of gender in procedures for comparative evaluation among single researchers. In particular it analyzed the variations of rank between two lists: one that did not distinguish by gender and another that did. For each research field we constructed two ranking lists by FSS distances from the mean (i.e. lists with and without distinction by gender) and expressed the ranks of the individual in percentiles. For each individual we then calculated the difference in positions between the two ranking lists.
What emerges is a heterogeneous panorama, even within the same discipline (UDA). However in roughly 70% of the individual disciplines (SDSs) analyzed, women professors obtain a shift ahead in the ranking lists with distinction by gender. The disciplines with the most substantial average shifts are: Civil engineering, Mathematics, Medicine.
The aim of the current paper was not to further investigate if or to what extent there is gender discrimination in the research sphere, or to further examine the objective limitations on women's careers given their social roles. Nor do we intend to issue a priori recommendations on the suitability of conducting comparative evaluation research performance that would take account of gender. Our current objective was to clarify whether the comparison of individuals' research performance between peers of the same gender leads to rank positions that are detectably different compared to those from ranking lists constructed without distinction by gender. We leave it to the decisionmaker to choose which approach to adopt, given the objectives of the evaluation and the conditions of the context. Knowing the extent of position differences between the two ranking approaches may help the management make more informed decisions. Possible future directions of research concern the verification of the differences in rank in the evaluation of organizational units, such as research groups, departments and research institutions.
